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Beginning students of Italian language and literature will welcome these
selections of poetry, fiction, history, and philosophy by 14th- to 20th-century
authors, including Dante, Boccaccio, Pirandello, and 52 others.
A Key to the Exercises in the New Method of Learning to Read, Write, and Speak
a Language in Six MonthsAdapted to the ItalianPolitics, Patriotism and
LanguageNiccolò Machiavelli's "secular Patria" and the Creation of an Italian
National IdentityPeter Lang
“In meno di un minuto” è la storia di tre uomini, tre amici, trentenni rampanti di
buona famiglia che in meno di un minuto si accorgono che stanno diventando
“grandi”. Ogni donna affermerà di averne conosciuto almeno uno come loro e
ogni uomo vi si riconoscerà certamente in qualcosa. Robert è il playboy incapace
di impegnarsi in una relazione per più di due giorni. Paul è quello concentrato sul
lavoro, sul suo avvenire, su sé stesso. Daniel è il bello, ma troppo ingenuo.
Nell’arco di un anno, grazie anche alla loro amicizia, andranno a demolire quelle
che credevano certezze, a colmare mancanze, a costruire qualcosa di nuovo.
Insieme cresceranno attraverso relazioni sbagliate, delusioni, perdite e
riconquiste. Robert troverà l’amore e calerà la maschera di uomo impenetrabile,
Paul si accorgerà che costruirsi una carriera senza qualcuno con cui condividere
i successi non basta, Daniel finalmente riuscirà a liberare la mente
dall’ossessione di una donna sbagliata per aprire il suo cuore a chi gli era
sempre stato accanto restando in disparte. Spesso ci vogliono anni, altre volte
basta “meno di un minuto” per far sì che ogni pezzetto del mosaico trovi il giusto
posto.
Examines Dante's reception in the culture and criticism of Renaissance Italy, with a
particular focus on Florence and Venice.
The main body of this volume is a unique film poem that grew out of Zanzotto's
collaboration with Frederico Fellini on the film Casanova. The poem's beauty is
enhanced by its presentation in the original Veneto dialect along with contemporary
Italian and English. With reference to Finnegans Wake and utilizing Fellini-inspired
myth, the trilingual play of the poetry is rich in layers, rich in meanings. Including
drawings by Fellini and illustrations by Murer, this volume also contains poems
dedicated to Montzale, Pasolini, and Charlie Chaplin - and the first English translation
of Zanzotto's poem on the tragedy of Bosnia - all together in an unusual and beautiful
format.
This Seventh Edition of the best-selling intermediate Italian text, DA CAPO, reviews
and expands upon all aspects of Italian grammar while providing authentic learning
experiences (including new song and video activities) that provide students with
engaging ways to connect with Italians and Italian culture. Following the guidelines
established by the National Standards for Foreign Language Learning, DA CAPO
develops Italian language proficiency through varied features that accommodate a
variety of teaching styles and goals. The Seventh Edition emphasizes a well-rounded
approach to intermediate Italian, focusing on balanced acquisition of the four language
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skills within an updated cultural framework. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Documents the rich history of Italian American working women in Connecticut, including the
crucial role they played in union organizing. Often treated as background figures throughout
their history, Italian women of the lower and working classes have always struggled and toiled
alongside men, and this did not change following emigration to America. Through numerous
oral history narratives, Farms, Factories, and Families documents the rich history of Italian
American working women in Connecticut. As farming women, they could keep up with any
man. As entrepreneurs, they started successful businesses. They joined men on production
lines in Connecticut’s factories and sweatshops, and through the strength of the neighborhood
networks they created, they played a crucial role in union organizing. Empowered as
foreladies, union officials, and shop stewards, they saved money for future generations of
Italian American women to attend college and achieve dreams they themselves could never
realize. The book opens with the voices of elderly Italian American women, who reconstruct
daily life in Italy’s southern regions at the turn of the twentieth century. Raised to be caretakers
and nurturers of families, these women lived by the culturally claustrophobic dictates of a
patriarchal society that offered them few choices. The storytellers of Farms, Factories, and
Families reveal the trajectories of immigrant women who arrived in Connecticut with more than
dowries in their steam trunks: the ability to face adversity with quiet inner strength, the stamina
to work tirelessly from dawn to dusk, the skill to manage the family economy, and adherence to
moral principles rooted in the southern Italian code of behavior. Second- and third-generation
Italian American women who attended college and achieved professional careers on the wings
of their Italian-born mothers and grandmothers have not forgotten their legacy, and though
Italian American immigrant women lived by a script they did not write, Farms, Factories, and
Families gives them the opportunity to tell their own stories, in their own words. “Anthony
Riccio’s collection of women’s oral histories is an extremely valuable addition to the growing
literature regarding Italian American women’s lives. The detail in which these women speak
about their work lives as charcoal burners, clay kneaders, cheese makers, union
organizers—one had her ribs broken—adds a much needed dimension to an understanding of
Italian American women. This volume is filled with thoughtful reflections ranging from Mussolini
to issues of social justice. Riccio has unleashed from these women dramatic and sometimes
harrowing stories never before heard, or perhaps even imagined.” — Carol Bonomo Albright,
Executive Editor of Italian Americana and coeditor of American Woman, Italian Style: ItalianAmericana’s Best Writings on Women “What comes more naturally to the elderly but to
reminisce? Riccio helps us eavesdrop on the first-person oral narratives of some of our earliest
immigrants. We are grateful to him.” — Luisa Del Giudice, editor of Oral History, Oral Culture,
and Italian Americans “I have long awaited a book like this: a history of Italian American
women, in which they themselves are the narrators of their own lives. We hear from women
without formal education; women who were workers, migrants, and mothers; women whose
stories were often not valued enough to enter into the historical record, much less the archives.
This beautifully conceived history is both a testament and a tribute to all working-class and
im/migrant families and communities.” — Jennifer Guglielmo, author of Living the Revolution:
Italian Women’s Resistance and Radicalism in New York City, 1880–1945
Reproduction of the original: The Mystical Element of Religion by Baron Friedrich von Hugel
Byron's personal writings reveal vividly his family relationships, friendships, interests, and
concerns
Con la sua costante allegria, Polly, figlia del pastore di una piccola congregazione di
campagna, arriva in città ospite della ricca famiglia dell'amica Fanny Shaw. E per gli Shaw la
ragazzina è come un raggio di sole, che entra nella loro casa portando quel calore che per
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tanto tempo era mancato. A sei anni dalla prima visita, Polly, ormai una giovane donna, torna
in città come insegnante di musica e riprende i contatti con Fanny. Grazie alla sua educazione
e ai suoi profondi valori morali, sarà in grado di aiutare l'amica ad affrontare un grave rovescio
economico, diventando per tutta la famiglia un importante punto di riferimento e, forse, anche
qualcosa di più.
Written in easy, conversational English, ECCO! reviews and explains all major points of Italian
grammar, with special attention to those areas that appear more foreign to English speakers.
Emphasis is also placed on vocabulary enrichment. The book presents about 6,000 Italian
words, grouped thematically by structural or grammatical characteristics, many of them
illustrated by examples. It also includes about 1,000 Italian idioms (particular turns of phrase
peculiar to the language) and lists all irregular forms of verbs and nouns. Students wanting to
move beyond an elementary acquaintance with Italian will fi nd the book useful as a selfteaching tool, an adjunct to other textbooks or as a reference source
Niccolò Machiavelli may not have been a cynical realist as he is often portrayed. On the
contrary, this book argues that he precociously possessed the characteristics of an
impassioned, sometimes misguided idealist, obsessed with the idea of Italian unification, but
blinded to the practicalities of attaining that goal. William J. Landon suggests that these
characteristics may help to explain his appeal to Italy's «Risorgimento» founders. This
interdisciplinary volume, which also contains the first translation of a «Discourse or Dialogue
Concerning our Language» since 1961, works well as a core text, or as a complement to
courses in Renaissance history, literature or political science.

ÊAmongst the apparent enigmas of life, amongst the seemingly most radical and
abiding of interior antinomies and conflicts experienced by the human race and by
individuals, there is one which everything tends to make us feel and see with an everincreasing keenness and clearness. More and more we want a strong and interior, a
lasting yet voluntary bond of union between our own successive states of mind, and
between what is abiding in ourselves and what is permanent within our fellow-men; and
more and more we seem to see that mere Reasoning, Logic, Abstraction,Ñall that
appears as the necessary instrument and expression of the Universal and
Abiding,Ñdoes not move or win the will, either in ourselves or in others; and that what
does thus move and win it, is Instinct, Intuition, Feeling, the Concrete and Contingent,
all that seems to be of its very nature individual and evanescent. Reasoning appears
but capable, at best, of co-ordinating, unifying, explaining the material furnished to it by
experience of all kinds; at worst, of explaining it away; at best, of stimulating the
purveyance of a fresh supply of such experience; at worst, of stopping such purveyance
as much as may be. And yet the Reasoning would appear to be the transferable part in
the process, but not to move; and the experience alone to have the moving power, but
not to be transmissible. Experience indeed and its resultant feeling are always, in the
first instance, coloured and conditioned by every kind of individual many-sided
circumstances of time and place, of race and age and sex, of education and
temperament, of antecedent and environment. And it is this very particular combination,
just this one, so conditioned and combined, coming upon me just at this moment and
on this spot, just at this stage of my reach or growth, at this turning of my way, that
carries with it this particular power to touch or startle, to stimulate or convince. It is just
precisely through the but imperfectly analyzable, indeed but dimly perceived, individual
connotation of general terms; it is by the fringe of feeling, woven out of the past doings
and impressions, workings and circumstances, physical, mental, moral, of my race and
family and of my own individual life; it is by the apparently slight, apparently far away,
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accompaniment of a perfectly individual music to the spoken or sung text of the
common speech of man, that I am, it would seem, really moved and won. And this
fringe of feeling, this impression, is, strictly speaking, not merely untransferable, but
also unrepeatable; it is unique even for the same mind: it never was before, it never will
be again. Heraclitus, if we understand that old Physicist in our own modern, deeply
subjective, largely sentimental way, would appear to be exactly right: you cannot twice
step into the same stream, since never for two moments do the waters remain identical;
you yourself cannot twice step the same man into the same river, for you have
meanwhile changed as truly as itself has done, _____ ___: all things and states,
outward and inward, appear indeed in flux: only each moment seems to bring, to each
individual, for that one moment, his power to move and to convince.
Ron started in a rough place leaving home at age 11. He worked his way through the
Marine Corps and combat in Vietnam before becoming a lawyer and starting a family.
Eventually he meet his true love in Hong Kong but then he literally dropped dead. By a
miracle he came back and found pure love.
After Machiavelli isan examination of the triangular relationship of re-writing- a dynamic
process encompassing both creative newness and awareness ofhistorical profundity the hermeneutic attitude," andMachiavelli's poiesis. Specifically,it addresses four
questions: First, to what degree can we speak of intersection(interaction) among this
triad? Second, what common ground do all threeactually share? Third, in what
particular manner do the act of "re-writing"and the "hermeneutic attitude" manifest
themselves in thewritings of Niccoló Machiavelli? And last, what bearing does this have
on thereader, heir to Machiavelli's literary legacy? In answering these questions,
Godorecci offers a closereading of a cycle of Machiavellian re-writings characterized by
threeparticular cases: Machiavelli's rewriting of the works of others (Plautus's Casina,
Terence's Andria, Livy's Ab urbecondita and Dante's De vulgari eloquentia), his own
texts (the story ofVitellozzo Vitelli and the events in Sinigaglia at the court of Cesare
Borgis),and the re-writing of him by others (in Gramsci's "modern prince"). Drawing
onWilhelm Dilthey's ideas on experience, history, and hermeneutics,
Godorecciprovides insights into Machiavelli's participation in the process of re-writingas
expression of his own "hermeneutic attitude," which supports the universalvalidity of
interpretation and (thus) clears space for others who come/take/run"after Machiavelli."
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